WE'RE MOVING OUR ADMINISTRATION OFFICE TO A SINGLE HIGH-PERFORMANCE HEADQUARTERS AT 12 STEWART AVENUE IN NEWCASTLE WEST FROM MID-2019.

The new building near the Newcastle Interchange will provide a much better customer contact centre and help our staff work together to deliver better services for you.

With the city’s CBD moving west, it’s important we move with it.

WE'RE RENEWING BERESFIELD'S COMMERCIAL CENTRE AS PART OF OUR LOCAL AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES PROGRAM.

Following community consultation, the renewal will include new street furniture, upgrades to road and pedestrian lighting, new cycleways, kerbs, gardens and paths and the introduction of free Wi-Fi to the precinct.

A 40km/h zone and associated traffic-calming devices will help reduce speed and increase safety for all road users in the area.

Deciduous pink Crepe Myrtles will be planted along sections of Lawson Avenue, Addison Street and Newton Street, while the distinctive species Zelkova seratta (also known as Green Vase) will feature in large raised planters on Beresford Avenue.

Work is expected to be completed by the end of 2018, weather permitting.

BERESFIELD FACELIFT UNDERWAY

We’re delivering infrastructure renewal works in local and neighbourhood centres.

Work has begun on Young Street, Carrington, for improved roads, footpaths, walkways, lighting and landscaping.

We’re also planning an overhaul of Stockton local centre and Merewether’s Llewellyn Street, and are finalising the Wallsend Public Domain Plan (pictured above).

CONNECT WITH US, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

Have we forgotten to put your bins out again? Call us on our free My Local Services app.

The app puts you in direct contact with us to let us know about any issues with public toilets, parks, libraries and other Council facilities.

You can report issues on your phone and receive notifications via mobile. This will include waste collection dates for your council area.

ALL PHOTOS, DAVE KELLY

Berenfield is also one of the first local centres included in our first local centre improvement scheme – a new grant program for business owners to paint their shopfronts and undertake other aesthetic overhauls.

Separately, Beresfield Library is currently being refurbished to provide a better, more welcoming community facility. The library reopens on Monday 19 March.

IMPROVING NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES

Our secret car park in the heart of the CBD.

Changing city sees Council on the move.

Blackbutts reptile show returns.

Proudly supporting Surfest since 1985
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You can report issues on your phone and receive notifications via mobile. This will include waste collection dates for your council area.
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Last year was a huge one for Newcastle and our track-record of delivery is only set to grow in 2018. From landmark infrastructure projects like the Bather’s Way and City Hall’s restoration to local centre upgrades, we’re improving the amenity, safety and sense of community in public places right across the city. Our social recreation priority project, headlined by the Bather’s Way, is delivering strong benefits in tandem with the success of the inaugural Newcastle 500 – both in staging the event and marketing Newcastle to the world. Our overhaul of the Nobbys Beach foreshore and the addition of accessible amenities there will support this growth and help create a more tenant-friendly environment. I’m delighted to report that, from a social inclusion perspective, we’re in a better position to provide improved services to help our community thrive. A key goal in our Community Strategic Plan – more than 3,000 people provided feedback last year to help solidify this long-term vision for the city, and I look forward to sharing the results of that engagement in the next few months. We’re improving the amenity, safety and sense of community in public places right across the city.

NUKATI NELMES
Lord Mayor of Newcastle

Blackbutt Reserve, another council priority project, has bounced back from last year’s theft with new animals and a relaunched reptile show. Visitors will soon also enjoy a giant adventure playground in Blackbutt Reserve to match the one on the Centenary Avenue side. Flagship and sports facilities upgrades will be carried out this year across the suburbs to promote the community’s health and wellbeing, a key goal in our Community Strategic Plan. The inaugural Newcastle 500 was a stunning success, attracting 100,000 people over three days of racing. Preparations have already begun for this year’s instalment, to be held 23-25 November. From March, the newly opened $8.5 million Nunn Waller Reserve for the Newcastle Foreshore is available at Blackbutt’s kiosk. This year’s roll-out also includes several pop-up areas, shelves and new access paths, with $150,000 revamps for Smith Park in Hamilton North and Graham Park, Carrington. The new facilities join recently delivered projects at Tynan Reserve, Mayfield West, and Wallisford Park, Wallsend, as well as recent upgrades in Centennial Park, Cooks Hill, Smale Reserve, Tarneit, and Wilson Close Reserve, Blemore Vale.

WHAT A SUMMER!

Newcastle’s summer 2017/18 has been an absolute ripper. Surfest and the Australian Skateboarding Championships both proudly sponsored by Council wrapped up an amazing season of events and activities across the city. The inaugural Newcastle 500 was a stunning success, attracting 100,000 people over three days of racing. Preparations have already begun for this year’s instalment, to be held 23-25 November.
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Blackbutt Reserve, another council priority project, has bounced back from last year’s theft with new animals and a relaunched reptile show. Visitors will soon also enjoy a giant adventure playground in Blackbutt Reserve to match the one on the Centenary Avenue side. Flagship and sports facilities upgrades will be carried out this year across the suburbs to promote the community’s health and wellbeing, a key goal in our Community Strategic Plan.

More than 3,000 people provided feedback last year to help solidify this long-term vision for the city, and I look forward to sharing the results of that engagement in the next few months.

Newcastle’s playground overhauls continue in 2018, with work expected to be completed mid-year on an exciting adventure playground at Blackbutt’s Richley Reserve. This year’s roll-out also includes several pop-up areas, shelves and new access paths, with $150,000 revamps for Smith Park in Hamilton North and Graham Park, Carrington. The new facilities join recently delivered projects at Tynan Reserve, Mayfield West, and Wallisford Park, Wallsend, as well as recent upgrades in Centennial Park, Cooks Hill, Smale Reserve, Tarneit, and Wilson Close Reserve, Blemore Vale.

SNAKES ALIVE: NEW REPTILES FOR BLACKBUTT RESERVE

Reptile shows have returned to Blackbutt bigger and better than ever after this theft, the latest in a long line of challenges that have long plagued staff.
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PLAYGROUND, SPORTSGROUND REVAMPS ON THE WAY

NEW AMENITIES FOR NOBBYS BEACH
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